
Boxring TSV Plön
Ausschreibung - 2. Diamond Women’s Boxing Cup (DWBC) &

Hans-Korth Pokal (HKP) in Plön
 
 
Organizer: Boxring at TSV Plön from 1864
Date: 13 - 15 September 2024
Type of events: Two-day tournament
Venue: Schiffsthalhalle, Am Schiffsthal, 24306 Plön, Germany
 
Technical implementation for the DWBC and HKP:
For the 2nd DWBC and the HKP, the DBV’s WB and the following 
implementation instructions apply.
 
Competition:
National and/or international comparison fights for all weight, performance and 
age groups according to Section 19 and Section 37 of the WB of the DBV.
 
Registration/confirmation of the participant:
If possible immediately or at the latest by 6 September 2024 (6 pm)
Registration at boxen@tsvploen.de!

Please indicate each registration with the following information: surname, first
name, weight, date of birth, number of matches with won/lost/draw - 
number, club, country & name as well as the telephone number of the 
responsible coach, that we would like to use for better communication for
the events in a WhatsApp group.

 
Contact: 

- Dariusz Krol: +49 170 4121463 
- Manfred Chwalek: +49 151 50787053
- Marco Bischof: +49 162 7373344

 
Participation costs:

- 10 euros per day directly at the weighing (cash payment).
- Arrival & departure and possible overnight stay at your own expense.

 
Clothing & Equipment:
Are based exclusively on the provisions of section 17 of the WB of the DBV. 
Competition gloves for the DWBC & HKP are provided by the organizer. The 
participating clubs bear the costs incurred in full and of course and are liable for 
any damages incurred. Combat court designation by KRO SHABV.
 
Privacy:

Link to the WB of the DBV:   https://www.boxverband.de/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/Wettkampfbestimmungen-des-DBV-2021-2022-2023.pdf   



By registering, the participants confirm the accuracy of their data, which will be used
for the purpose of this event. Furthermore, by registering, you agree to the 
publication of images and videos of these events on social media platforms.
 
Information about the tournaments:

- Both tournaments (HKP & DWBC) are mixed 
- divided into A-tournament, B-

tournament, C-tournament or mixed
- Draw Mode: Draw according to Section 21
- For a few registrations, it is considered a comparative competition.
- Medals and/ or trophies: will be awarded to finalists (1 and 2 place)
- The/best fighter/in and the/best technician will also be awarded

 
Course: 
13 September 2024

- from 06:00 pm possible arrival 
14 September 2024

- 07:30-08:30 am Weighing 
- 08:00-09:30 am medical examination
- 10:30 am technical meeting
- 11:30 am Start of the event
- Depending on the number of participants, 

the event will end differently
- Expected end of tournament day 1 16:00
- from 06:00 pm possible arrival for finalists 

15 September 2024
- 07:30-08:30 Weighing
- 08:00-09:30 hours medical examination
- 11:00 technical meeting
- 11:30 am Start
- Depending on the number of participants, the event will end differently

Link to the WB of the DBV:   https://www.boxverband.de/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/Wettkampfbestimmungen-des-DBV-2021-2022-2023.pdf   


